
With the relatively recent passing of 
cheese lover’s day (1/20), everyone on 
earth is definitely celebrating all things 
cheese passionately and excessively. 
Unfortunately, because of all this holiday 
hype, I fear that Americans have forgot-
ten the true meaning of national cheese 
day. And, no, I’m not talking about the 
birth of Cheesus. It’s just the cheese.

Cheese has been a crucial part of 
world culture for as long as cavemen 
have been milking prehistoric cows. The 
French have fancy cheese, the Swiss 
have holey cheese, us Americans have 
fake cheese, and Wisconsin people have 
cheese on their head. This is all pretty 
simple stuff and comes to many as basic 
cheese knowledge. Some cheese enthusi-
asts will go outside the box and do some-
thing crazy like wait a hundred years to 
let the cheese age, or buy donkey cheese 
which, according to cheese.com, is priced 
at approximately $576 a pound!

Why are there so many kinds of 
cheese? What about cheese allows such a 
flexible range of loosely defined cheese 
types? How come some cheeses come 
in wheels while others come in blocks? 
What about those weird cheeses that 
come in other shapes? What about those 
that aren’t even used for eating? What is 
it that makes cheese cheese? For cheddar 
or worse, we may never be able to answer 
these questions. But what we do know is 
that cheese is edible most of the time and 
that the general consensus is that it tastes 
good. For that reason, cheese is awe-
some. Another reason cheese is awesome 
includes: string cheese.

Also, cheese is quite fascinating. 
According to wikipedia.org, “The word 
cheese comes from Latin caseus from 
which the modern word casein is also 
derived. The earliest source is from the 
proto-Indo-European root kwat-, which 
means ‘to ferment, become sour’.” How 
interesting!
Now, with all that info out of the way, 
I have some insight to share on cheese. 
Cheese has holes; the moon has holes. 
Cheese comes from cows; aliens steal 
cows. People eat cheese; aliens eat peo-
ple. Venissimo.com reccomends sharing 
the rind of the cheese; aliens store their 
eggs on the rind of the flying saucer… 
excuse me while I go and do some more 
research. And don’t eat any more cheese 
until further notice. Happy cheese-lov-
er’s day by the way.

A Tangent on 
Cheese

Coldplay, a household name adopted in the span 
of 20 years. With 8 albums and multiple ep’s, 
there is a huge variety of music to choose from, 
with their latest and 
reportedly last album, 
a head full of dreams 
debuting on December 
fourth. A head full of 
dreams consists of eleven 
tracks plus a bonus hid-
den track called X marks 
the spot. The new album 
can only be described as 
a brilliant addition to the 
genre created by frontman 
Chris Martin. This new 
album feature the same 
vibe as implemented in all of their other work yet 
with a new more personal feel to such tracks as, 
Everglow, and Fun. This album held many lyrics 
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relating to Chris Martin’s previous marriage with 
Gwyneth Paltrow, Chris even included backing 
vocals from her on the album. By far the most 

memorable song on the album 
is Adventure of a lifetime. 
With the album receiving a lot 
of airtime on the radio, it was 
only a matter of time that the 
hit band played their biggest 
show yet, the super bowl. Su-

per Bowl 50 also featured 
artists like Beyoncé, and 
Bruno Mars. (Interview). 
This album is also accepted 
to be coldplay’s last album 
as the previous album was 
thought to be the end of 

coldplay. With the tour lasting five months and 
finishing around September, fans are flocking to 
buy tickets to see the band’s “last hoorah”.
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Pictured (left) is the featured fam-
ily in El Camino Theater’s production 
of The Fiddler on the Roof surround-
ed by other images of the play’s pro-
duction and rehearsal process leading 
up to the shows that can be seen on 
March 10th, 11th, and 12th. 
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